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1.Project background
1.1 NFT concept
NFT is an abbreviation for Non-Fungible Token, or "Non-homogeneous Token", which
usually refers to a developer's Token issued on the Ethereum platform under the ERC-721
standard/protocol. NFT is a non-homogeneous asset, an inseparable and unique Token
that can anchor a digital certificate for an item in the real world. The core innovation of NFT
is that it provides a way to mark the ownership of native digital assets (that is, assets that
exist in the digital world or originate in the digital world), and that ownership can exist on a
centralized or decentralized service platform.
Correspondent is the homogenized Token, namely FT (Fungible Token), based on ERC20 and QRC-20 as the basic standard, is mutually alternative and can be split infinitely.
The symbolic meaning of homogeneous assets is far greater than the meaning of the entity
itself. Since FT can be substituted with each other, it cannot anchor assets in the display
world.

1.2 Overview of the development of NFT
As early as 2013, though, artists experimented with NFT in the form of ASCII character
drawings through Bitcoin transaction scripts. But NFT really entered people's vision from
2017 Crypto Cat, NFT has become a phenomenon in the crypto world in a short time, but
with the overall decline in market investment enthusiasm, NFT also gradually no one is
interested in, and even people almost forget the existence of NFT. Until 2021, NFT once
again burst into the attention of global investors, and this time the NFT wave seems to be
stronger than the last one.
No matter the artist Beeple's NFT work "Every Day: The First 5000 Days" sold for a record
price of 450 million RMB at the world-renowned auction house Christie's, or the NBA Top
Shot turned the star card from a popular game into a national carnival, which constantly
impacted people's cognition of NFT. NFT has shown that nothing is impossible in the crypto
world, and that blockchain can not only bring value to investors, but can also bring huge
benefits to creators.
NonFungible reports that NFT sales in the first quarter of 2021 exceeded $2 billion, a
whopping increase of at least 20 times from the previous quarter. In mid-April, the total
market value of NFT tokens hit an all-time high of more than $30 billion.
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NFT volume in the first half of 2021
With the departure of NFT this year, it has expanded from a single game space in 2017 to
collectibles, art, music, copyright, and even some luxury goods, and is now in the public
eye as never before.

1.3 The significance of NFT to the real society
NFT breaks the traditional perception that blockchain technology is disconnected from the
real world, cannot connect with physical assets in the real world, and only exists in the
digital world. A Token is a smart contract built on top of an existing blockchain. NFT is also
a Token, which is an abbreviation of non-Fungible Token, or non-homogenized Token.
Unlike Fungible Tokens, NFT is immutable, indivisible, irreplaceable, and unique. NFT the
characteristics and the value of the real world with the common assets, because really
valuable things in life tend to be irreplaceable, also cannot undertake unlimited resolution,
has uniqueness of assets is unable to use homogeneity tokens for anchoring, the NFT
tamper-resistant, inseparable, irreplaceable characteristics can be well anchored the
assets of the real world.
NFT not only achieving the anchoring of the assets of reality, and tamper-resistant brought
by the technology based on block chain, decentralization, both the advantages of security
and privacy are bound to change art brokers have faced by jinshan yinshan, artists are
unable to obtain reasonable income, and be able to solve a series of problems brought by
the piracy. Therefore, NFT is favored by investors in the field of art and collectibles.
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1.4 Pain points for the NFT market
As the number and size of blockchain networks continue to grow, the different projects
remain largely isolated from each other, like islands with their own communities and
economies, unable to eHCange information or value with the outside world. NFT, as a
member of the blockchain world, faces the same problem. The current global NFT market
is composed of independent cryptographic games, NFT artworks, virtual worlds, etc. They
are not connected with each other, and various NFT commodities cannot be interworked
with each other, still in the isolated island state in the blockchain world. Unable to activate
the use value of existing core high-value NFT assets, thus forming a 1+1>2 expansion
effect.
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2.Metaminers Introduction
Metaminers Network (Metaminers for short) is an NFT ecological platform with multi-chain
operation supported by the world-famous public chain Ethereum underlying technology. It
breaks the fragmented and isolated situation of various single projects in the existing NFT
field. It has become a full-scene NFT application ecology covering cryptographic games,
digital art works, collectibles, virtual worlds, sports competitions, fashion entertainment,
digital physical assets, electronic tickets, coupons and other NFT applications.
Metaminers is a Metaverse with blockchain as its underlying data and information layer. It
provides comprehensive support for developers, artists, creators, enterprises and offline
entity organizations in the ecosystem, including token foundry, digital commodity issuance,
DApp development, NFT trading, project incubation, donation, etc. At the same time, it
provides investors with liquidity mining, token reward, NFT commodity trading, digital wallet
and other services.
In the future, Metaminers will further realize asset cross-chain and general remote chain
calls between heterogeneous chains such as Ethereum, Pokar and Binance smart chain,
more completely breaking the island effect in the NFT world and forming a complementary
virtuous cycle in the NFT world. Metaminers Network has grown into a super ecosystem
covering public chain, DAPP, assets and other multi-direction parallel development, and
finally forms a NFT meta-Metaverse.
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3.Mission and Vision
Metaminers believes that the current NFT infrastructure is still very early, but this does not
deny that NFT will change the way people think about assets and investment in the future.
We will strive to provide new digital assets in more areas through NFT for continuous
exploration. Metaminers will use crypto assets as a medium of exchange to bring a more
comprehensive and new concept of assets and ownership to human society, making NFT
a bridge between real world assets and digital assets.

Mission
Use the latest blockchain technology to promote the large-scale application of NFT, create
a global NFT super ecosystem, provide technology and service support to every participant
in the NFT ecosystem, and create a truly free global digital economy.


Target
Enhance interoperability and market liquidity among different NFTs
helps excellent NFT projects grow quickly
Develop innovative NFT protocols that can be used to form a new basic protocol layer

Establish NFT asset valuation model and industry standard to maintain the sustainable
development of the industry

Vision
Any cryptocurrency, NFT asset, user address, smart contract, Dapp, etc. on the
Metaminers platform can be natively referenced by any other application, eventually
forming a fully interconnected Metaminers meta-Metaverse.
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4.Metaminers System architecture
4.1 Metaminers Technology
The Metaminers technology layer consists of the underlying infrastructure, the mid-level
network protocol, and various NFT applications or dApp terminals built on top of the
protocol and the underlying layer. It is compatible with most of today's NFT exchanges,
art, games, and other project types, including applications built on multiple mainstream
specific underlying infrastructures (Ethereum, Wax, Cocos-BCX, etc.) and built on the
ERC-721 standard. The Metaminers technology layer can be roughly divided into three
categories: settlement layer, protocol layer and application layer.

The Metaminers system will effectively address the transaction costs, performance and
interoperability of current NFT applications, which are limited by the underlying technology
infrastructure, and the limited space for sustainable development. In the future, Metaminers
will change the current situation that games, finance, crypto art exhibitions and auctions
still use a complete set of Ethereum universal protocols (NFT standards such as ERC-721,
and liquid mining protocols) by bridging the heterogeneous chains such as the wave card
and Binance smart chain, and enhance the technology combination in the direction of NFT.

4.2 Metaminers Settlement
The settlement layer is mainly responsible for dealing with businesses similar to FT, and is
responsible for value recording and settlement, including providing a fixed anchor for the
whole ecology, so as to achieve the security and consistency of the whole ecology. In the
early stage, the settlement layer supported by Metaminers system for NFT application is
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mainly public chain, and in the later stage, it will support the selected alliance chain and
private chain.

The underlying infrastructure of Metaminers will use Ethereum as the main foundation in
the early stage, and in the later stage, with the continuous expansion of the super ecology,
it will be merged into the public chain which has asymmetric competitive advantages in the
development speed and some indicators. Metaminers' underlying facilities include a
decentralized storage platform, a DAPP development platform, a coinage platform, and a
decentralized trading platform to store data and information including NFT, as well as the
development and trading of NFT applications.

4.3 Protocol layer: Establishes specific rules for NFT
technology
The NFT protocol layer of the Metaminers system lies between the NFT computing layer
and the application layer. The settlement layer is responsible for setting up basic rules such
as token record and storage. The application layer refers to the applications that can be
directly used by users. The protocol layer, as the key module between the settlement layer
and the application layer, will contain special calculation rules, and a new operation logic
and rules will be nested on the settlement layer.
Metaminers' early technical standards are still based on Ethereum, with ERC-721 and
ERC-1155 as the main ones. Metaminers uses Ethereum as a platform for smart contracts,
where all standards are built for specific functionality and where traceable and verifiable
ownership of assets can be automatically created. At present, Metaminers issued NFT
technical standards using Ethereum as the underlying layer and their main uses are as
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follows:

4.3.1 ERC-721
The ERC-721 standard at Metaminers is primarily applicable to collectible assets. The
ERC-721 standard gives NFT assets crypto asset ownership, issue rights and access
control. Metaminers-ERC 721 defines four key NFT metadata: ID (global ID), Name
(NAME), Symbol (SYMBOL), and URI (uniform resource identifier). The ERC-721 standard
does not set standards for digital asset metadata or add limited complementary features,
so developers' creativity and uniqueness needs can be met.
In addition, in the Metaminers system, the ERC-721 standard enables interoperability of
NFT assets across multiple ecosystems, such as the ability for participants to purchase
and trade NFT assets on the secondary market or within the application.

4.3.2 ERC - 1155
Crypto games, cryptocurrency wallets, etc. in the Metaminers ecosystem will be subject to
the ERC-1155 primary standard.
Different from ERC-721, ERC-1155 allows any type of NFT assets to be issued within the
same smart contract, and different types of assets can be traded in multiple packages,
which will effectively reduce asset transaction fees and optimize participants' trading
experience. In addition, ERC-1155 removes the Name and Symbol fields from the
metadata, leaving only the ID and URI. In game scenarios, the ERC-1155 standard
sacrifices decentralization, but improves convenience and scalability, allowing developers
to reuse NFT items for different business scenarios.

4.3.3 Other Agreement Standards
In addition to ERC-721 and ERC-1155, Metaminers will provide members of the ecosystem
with more protocol standards to choose from. Metaminers will also work to develop new
common protocols, including token assets, NFT assets, user addresses, smart contracts,
etc. It can be natively referenced by any other application and eventually integrated into a
fully interconnected Metaminers meta-Metaverse.
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4.4 Multi-chain and cross-chain exploration
Metaminers' development plan includes the most important multi-chain deployment,
exploring the wider variety of NFT plays, the wider possibilities and the greater potential.
Metaminers will ensure a smooth multi-chain user experience on the Metaminers platform
by integrating cross-chain wallets to connect multiple DAPP blockchains and view multichain assets simultaneously. More public chains are bridged through multi-chain Bridges,
allowing Metaminers tokens to circulate in networks such as ETH, BSC, Avalanche,
Polkadot, etc. In the future, the Metaminers network will also integrate a range of asset
betting services, such as BTC, ETH and DOT, and run with OASIS-ETH Paratimes' unique
support for EVM smart contracts.

Metaminers Cross-chain architecture design of protocols
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5.NFT Metaverse
Metaminers will build an NFT Metaverse with no digital divide, no circulation barrier and
arbitrary intercommunication. In Metaminers' meta-Metaverse, users can browse and trade
assets of different NFTs on various NFT trading platforms and wallets. These NFT assets
can be effectively combined with each other to create greater value.

5.1 Significance: Break the singleness of application
scenarios and realize the intercommunication between
NFT applications
NFT assets in Metaminers meta-Metaverse can have more carriers and application
scenarios besides their own properties, far exceeding the current situation where there are
only two application scenarios, namely display and trading, which completely breaks
through the scenario setting and application logic of the product itself. In the Metaminers
meta-Metaverse, assets generated by one application can be reused by other applications
in a variety of ways, and the result of asset reuse is win-win. The interoperability will greatly
improve the use value of NFT goods, and thus enhance the premium power of NFT.
For example, NFT, such as props and skins in encrypted games, can not only be used for
game projects themselves, but also can be interacted and interused with NFT commodities
such as clothing fashion, virtual world and collection. Based on the real-time transaction of
decentralized NFT trading platform, NFT can be used for new scene application using
common protocol. Therefore, NFT assets, token assets, user addresses and smart
contracts on Metaminers can be natively referenced by any application in the Metaminers
meta-Metaverse.

5.2 Features: Decentralized, open, permission-free
The infrastructure layer is open and permission-free, allowing developers to develop not
only scenarios, but also middleware and protocols for other developers to use.
Users' data and information are not owned by any centralized entity, and developers
(anyone) are free to analyze and use such data.
There can be many sub-Metaverses in Metaminers. NFT projects with similar styles,
functions or complementary roles can form different Metaverse, and different Metaverse
eventually form a larger Metaminers meta-Metaverse. But users' identities, data, and
assets can be natively synchronized across Metaverse, regardless of whether they are in
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different subMetaverses.

5.3 How to achieve universal NFT in Metaminers
Metaverse
In the Metaminers meta-Metaverse, NFT module combination system similar to DEFI will
be formed. The smart contract of each NFT project is a piece of code logic, like a "Lego
building block". Developers can create their own building blocks by creating new NFT,
which is a new "building block", and randomly combining existing "building blocks" to create
a specific application scenario. Each "building block", each piece of work, is part of the
Metaminers meta-Metaverse, which is universal and mutually supportive. At the same time,
the Metaminers system serves as the infrastructure for the storage of data and information
and the delivery of value at the lowest level.
For example, all actions taken by a user on the chain are recorded on the blockchain as
Transaction, making it easy for anyone to view all the historical actions under an address.
Metaminers will thus form a database aggregating the user behavior of all decentralized
applications. In addition to being able to view and analyze data, you can also interact
directly with these addresses on the blockchain.

5.4 User experience: An account roams the Metaminers
meta-Metaverse
In the Metaminers meta-Metaverse, all NFTs can be interacted with each other, so it is no
longer necessary to create an account for each NFT project you own as before, and
accounts for different NFT projects cannot be used in common. All the application vectors
in the Metaminers meta-Metaverse are different. Some will look like the screen of a AAA
game, like the world of a top player's home. Some will go pixel style; Users can then find
a world that fits their style. But users can travel in any world, using the same set of accounts
and addresses, and all assets and data are shared. Not just games, but fashion and
entertainment, identity authentication, insurance, finance, social, e-commerce -- any type
of NFT application can seamlessly integrate into the Metaminers meta-Metaverse.

5.5 NFT landing applications in the Metaminers metaMetaverse
Metaminers meta-Metaverse supports all types of NFT assets at present. With the
development and maturity of Metaminers, it will not only support the intercommunication
between the original NFT in Metaminers, but also support the intercommunication between
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existing NFT and Metaminers outside, just like the expansion of the real Metaverse.
Incorporating more NFT into the Metaminers meta-Metaverse.

5.5.1 Encryption game
As the earliest landing attempt, crypto games are one of the main applications of NFT. NFT
gives players true ownership of game assets, allowing the transaction of game assets to
be disintermediated and seamlessly transferred and used across multiple games. The
game data can be safely stored on the chain, and the game code is open source, which is
more open, transparent and fair than the traditional centralized game. In the future,
Metaminers will decentralize crypto games more thoroughly, and there will be more highquality public chains dedicated to game development.
So far, Metaminers has launched two crypto games. One is Mining games -- NFT Staking
-- Mining Tools. This is a game that uses NFT to pledge Mining, and the player is rewarded
for Mining by locking in cryptocurrency. You take on the role of aminer and embark on
Metaminers' journey to extraterrestrial mining.

Players are rewarded by using the Metaminers Universal Token MNC, purchasing the NFT
mining tool in the game and locking the MNC to mine. After the lockdown MNC cycle ends,
NFT mining tools can be bought and sold on the trading platform.
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NFT mining tools of different grades have different productivity, rarity and other parameters,
and different mining capabilities. The higher the productivity and rarity, the higher the
premium ability in trading.
Players get three benefits from playing the game:
(1) The value of MNC increases as many players earn to buy NFT
(2) Locking the warehouse makes the price of MNC owned by the player stable
(3) The price appreciation space of NFT itself
Another game that Metaminers has launched is NFT Lucky Draw-Mining Tools Accessory,
a predictive crypto game. In the traditional centralized forecasting market, the judgment of
the results is made by the third party, and the public cannot determine whether the
centralized institutions have interfered with the prediction results. Moreover, forecasters
that centralise the prediction market tend to take a large proportion of the total forecast
money, with only a small proportion used to reward users who make accurate predictions.
This has left more and more users dissatisfied with the centralised forecasting market.
One of the most attractive aspects of NFT Lucky Draw is the high percentage of the
projected bonus pool allocated. The bonus pool is formed by pledging tokens when users
participate in the prediction game. In the traditional centralized prediction market,
forecasters will take 40%-60% of the funds in the bonus pool as the marketing and other
costs, leaving only about 50% as the prediction bonus. NFT Lucky Draw sets aside more
than 90 percent of its money to reward players, far more than traditional centralized
forecasting platforms, with the rest going to MNC holders, leaving no more than 5 percent
of its money for game costs and marketing.
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NFT Lucky Draw uses a decentralized forecasting system to solve the black box problem
of traditional centralized forecasting. At the same time, the NFT game props in this game
will be bound with a variety of IP factors, such as the prediction of the European Cup
matches, which will be designed into a set of football star NFT card works. Players who
buy Collected Star Cards can earn a different percentage of the standard bonus bonus
after making a correct prediction, and the cards themselves have a high collectible value
and the potential to increase in value.
In addition, NFT Lucky Draw uses the conditional token framework to give NFT more
gameplay. It will develop the gods of wealth and luck props from all over the world. With
these NFT props, you can increase your prediction chances in the prediction game, and
the props themselves can also be traded in appreciation. This increases the interest of
participating in the market and the stickiness of the fan base and prediction market.
Combined with the incentive of Metaminers' liquidity mining, it will create new breakout
points for NFT.

5.5.2 Encryption music
Metaminers believes that the integration of NFT and music is a major trend in the current
and future NFT meta-Metaverse, and that Metaminers will empower music artists through
NFT. The Metaminers platform not only generates sales volumes for musicians, but also
generates better revenues for musicians than platforms like Spotify and iTunes.
Metaminers is launching an NFT program designed by the music artist community to help
more musicians take advantage of the "audio NFT" cast with encryption technology to reap
the creative benefits they deserve. It combines audio clips with underlying images or video
to achieve multidimensional presentation. The music NFT will consist of multimedia music
videos, each of which will be cast into a corresponding NFT. The works will contain the
Ethereum transaction information for each track and record the minting process for each
NFT track. Anyone on Metaminers can watch and listen, but only one person has
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ownership of these audio NFTs. In addition, musicians can release a limited edition series
of NFT collectible cards on Metaminers.

The NFT subMetaverse on Metaminers gives artists greater control over their music and
what they want to say. Its many advantages include: 1. 2. New revenue streams; 3. Solve
the problem of royalties; 4. Digital ownership.
The NFT + Music model will attract many well-known musicians, and more innovative
projects will continue to be produced, injecting constant impetus into the NFT industry. The
future can be predicted. In addition to the two major development directions of games and
art, music is also the major development direction of Metaminers NFT meta-Metaverse.

5.5.3 Digital art
Through the smart contract in Metaminers, the historical transaction information of art
works, including the issuer, exhibition record and sale record, is completely open and
transparent, which greatly reduces the transaction cost of art works. In Metaminers, artists
can fully own the copyright of their own works of art, and buyers can ensure that the works
they buy are authentic and authoritative, rather than fake and pirated. Metaminers'
blockchain underlying technology solves the proof-of-ownership problem. Artists no longer
have to rely on third parties for the protection of their works, eliminating the intermediaries
and ensuring more income for artists.
NFT anchored artworks have scarcity and uniqueness, and it is this scarcity that promotes
the demand for artworks.
The togenization of Metaminers' digital art has given artists a new incentive to create: it
has become easier to create, trade and collect royalties from NFT. NFT anchored artworks
have scarcity and uniqueness, and it is this scarcity that promotes the demand for artworks.
Metaminers will provide artists with a full range of creative and trading support, including
online galleries, auctions, social and business functions. Metaminers' Ethereum smart
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contracts include a secondary market sale concession, in which the original artist receives
a 15% commission after the artwork is traded on the secondary market, generating passive
income from being resold. Because the smart contract has the right to control the assets,
the payment will be made automatically immediately after the secondary transaction, and
there is no need for third-party legal personnel to carry out the execution. The artist really
owns the rights of the secondary sale.

5.5.4 Financial services
Metaminers combines DEFI with NFT to transplant the platform flow mining model to NFT
to improve NFT's liquidity and flow speed.
In addition, using Farming and modular combination design, different NFT products are
combined into one system to achieve 1+1 >.2 effect. In the case of an etherium-based NFT
collectable game, the value and scarcity of each game item is determined by the amount
of collateral assets in the managed hosting contract address, and the corresponding game
equipment for different characteristics. Users will be able to mortgage any ERC-721 or
ERC-1155 tokens to the game item NFT lending market, other users can provide loans to
the mortgagor, and NFT will be locked in a smart contract.
In addition, NFT and DEFI will combine to create new types of applications, including
applications that introduce NFT concepts to the DEFI model, DEFI mining with NFT
collateral, and liquid mining directly to the NFT platform.

5.5.5 Virtual assets/virtual worlds
Metaminers has built a decentralized virtual reality platform that allows users to create,
own, and togenize virtual lands and other NFT projects in games. Land in Metaminers is
permanently owned by the community and gives players complete control over their
creations and virtual assets.
Taking virtual land as an example, Metaminers' 3D virtual world content platform based on
Ethereum blockchain is composed of land NFT with different coordinates, and MNC is the
circulating currency inside. This is an open 3D space. The land is owned by different
landowners. Each piece of land represents a certain amount of virtual space resources,
which can be used to build interactive 3D content.
The usage scenarios in the Metaminers virtual world fall into four categories:


application
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Metaminers' scripting language enables the development of applications, games, betting
and dynamic 3D scenes. Scripting capabilities include creating objects, loading textures,
handling physics, and encoding user interactions, sounds, payments, and external calls.

content display
Users tend to cluster around neighborhoods with shared interests. Locating your territory
around a high-traffic hub can drive users to use content posted by the owners of your
territory.

Advertising
Brands can use billboards to promote products, services and events on or near high-traffic
locations. Parts of the neighborhood could become a virtual version of New York's Times
Square.

Digital collectibles
Metaminers wants users to be able to publish, distribute and collect rare digital assets
issued on the blockchain. Just as they are in other virtual worlds or online forums, these
digital assets can be traded in Metaminers via a scripted system backed by the
aforementioned naming system.
In this world, users will have their own marketplaces, community tokens, fan economies
and 3D virtual worlds. In the era of decentralized Web3.0, let anyone create their own
meta-Metaverse, community and economy on a blockchain network as their own miniMetaverse.

5.5.6 Fashion
NFT, which is relevant to the fashion industry, can also be used on the Metaminers network
to launch projects. In the future, more and more NFT projects are working with fashion
designers around the world to provide them with intellectual property protection. Every time
someone buys their product, artists get more royalties. The NFT project also organizes
product auctions for users to participate in. A growing number of tools and technologies will
be introduced to allow designers and developers to collaborate to develop virtual clothing
materials, shapes, and interoperable games and VR fashion assets.

5.5.7 Physical assets and documentation
Using NFT, Metaminers can toKEN real-world assets such as property, stocks or
documents such as qualifications, licenses, medical records, birth and death certificates.
In real estate, for example, NFT can digitize the cumbersome paperwork that keeps track
of all land titles and property registrations. Property can be tokenized on a blockchain
network into tradable tokens that can be easily exchanged in the secondary market.
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5.5.8 The authentication
The NFT in Metaminers will be used for identity authentication, enabling a complete record
of user information and enhancing online privacy. The NFT contains the identity information
recorded in its smart contract, and when certain conditions are met, the contract performs
a series of tasks required by the contract. NFT can also interact with other smart contracts
without human intervention. Benefit from this, driving license, passport, birth certificate and
so on can all have a verifiable NFT. Using NFT, Metaminers can eventually give users
access to digital and physical goods, give artists more control over their creation, reduce
the company's control over users, and increase users' control over their identity.

5.5.9 Insurance
In the Metaminers meta-Metaverse, insurance policies can also be togenized in the form
of NFT and traded on the NFT trading platform. Tokenized policies act as a unique type of
NFT that can be transferred, bought and sold, and in some cases, earned. Compared with
traditional insurance, which involves a mountain of red tape, users can now obtain a policy
by filling in the crypto assets and the amount they need to be covered.

5.5.10 Others
Based on its own characteristics, NFT can be applied in more fields of Metaminers metaMetaverse, such as the ticket industry. Currently, ticket counterfeiting and massive ticket
hoarding are a major problem that needs to be solved. NFT records kept on distributed
ledgers are immutable, allowing bills to be independently verified and authenticated on the
blockchain, avoiding cheating methods.
In addition, to prevent mass hoarding, ticket purchases could be tied to a blockchain-based
specific identity to achieve sales limits. In the entertainment industry, piracy, infringement
and plagiarism are the major challenges facing the media and entertainment industry. NFT
can use blockchain technology to prevent fraud and the copying of ideas and creative
works. Non-homogeneous domains such as personal time, skills, domain name, and social
interaction could become important application scenarios of NFT in the Metaminers metaMetaverse in the future.

5.6 NFT-DeF Trading Market
In order to allow all NFTs to circulate and trade freely, Metaminers has established a
decentralized issuing and trading platform. Users can freely create and sell NFT protected
by blockchain on the trading platform. The platform is an open source, unmanaged platform
for users to mint, sell, and create collectibles. Any user can create and display their own
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artwork, and users own the ownership and intellectual property rights of NFT. In addition,
the creators and investors of the platform have not provided financial services such as
mortgage, lending and crowdfunding to enable NFT to obtain better liquidity and value
representation.

5.6.1 Decentralized transactions
On the Metaminers trading platform, users can trade NFT with any other user using the
platform and support the production of NFT. In the future, the platform will allow users to
purchase NFT freely with a credit card, which can be cashed into their bank account when
they sell it. Metaminers supports a variety of sales methods:
(1) accept the price: namely by the seller free pricing, the meaning of the buyer to see,
direct payment can be purchased.
(2) Auction:
Dutch auction: that is, a reduced price auction. The seller can set an initial price, an end
price, and a duration, during which the price of the item will decrease over time until the
end, when it will be reduced to the end price set at the beginning, until a seller accepts the
price and buys the item.
English Auction: This is the most common way we auction. Before the auction, the seller
can set a reserve price and a time limit. The seller's bid must be higher than the reserve
price, during which time the highest bidder will get the crypto assets you are auctioning.
private transaction: is only to the designated address to open the trading channel, in
addition to the address, other addresses are not allowed to buy the goods, and private
transaction is exempt from fees. In essence, Metaminers provides a one-to-one,
decentralized trading platform.
Anyone in Metaminers can create and post an auction at any time, and anyone can
participate. Anyone can set up their own decentralized auction space and showcase their
products to a wide audience, including cryptocurrency assets, digital art or irreplaceable
tokens of any kind. By configuring the various types of auctions to be traded in their own
space, users can improve the quality, user experience, and visibility of their asset range.

5.6.2 Creator Benefits
Metaminers supports the protection of creators' profits from the traditional one-time sale to
a share of the value added from each transfer and royalties:
• Resale Fee: A fee of 5% of the sale price will be charged on the first resale and halved
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on each subsequent resale.
• Royalties: Royalties are set by the creator (default is 10%)
• Gas Fee Payers: The creator pays the gas fee for the initial offering, but the platform pays
the gas fee for the transfer to the buyer

5.6.3 Mortgage lending
The Metaminers trading platform does not just support NFT trading. NFT can also be used
for lending, backing fractional ownership or as collateral for loans. Metaminers combines
NFT and DEFI to create unlimited possibilities. Metaminers takes NFT as collateral in the
loan agreement and pays the borrower a percentage of the estimated value of the
cryptocurrency. At the end of the loan period, users can return the cryptocurrency they
borrowed, or the NFT they pledged will be auctioned or directly owned by the platform.
NFT collateral can increase the utility of NFT to the owner and increase the economic
activity of the agreement.

5.6.4 The raise
Users around the world can invest in creative works at different stages of the creator's life
cycle, thereby sharing in the profits from later appreciation and trading of the work. For
example, to raise money for an author's forthcoming novel, the funders jointly receive
tokens representing 70 percent ownership of the work. If the NFT is sold at a higher price
on the secondary market, the token holder is entitled to a pro rata share of the profits and
additional benefits (such as appearing in the book's acknowledgements).
This will spark a Renaissance in digital art and provide a whole new business model for
different content creators.

5.6.5 The loan
Faced with rare NFT, many people do not have the financial strength to buy it, but they are
eager to experience it and keep watching it. Metaminers is leasing a peer-to-peer market
in which renters can lease NFTs by putting up collateral that is much less than the NFT's
market value. At the end of the lease term, the lessor will automatically recover the NFT
and rent based on the smart contract.

5.6.6 Fluid mining
Authorization and traceability are important attributes of NFT, but its value proposition has
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not yet fully resonated with retail investors. Metaminers will leverage the rich and powerful
utility of the DEFI protocol, such as access to cash flow, content and experience, to attract
more mainstream audiences to purchase NFT assets.
As Metaminers matures, it will support real world asset sequeurs, such as supporting
heavy assets such as real estate. Users simply upload their assets to Metaminers and
make their own split options to initiate fragmentation and success. Users will participate in
mining in the process of generating NFT or splitting, so that users can get Token incentives
in the whole process of uploading, ecology, trading, splitting and synthesis of NFT, which
will be one of the many forms of liquid mining.

5.6.7 Governance of trading platform
Decentralized trading platforms devolve governance to all holders of Metaminers tokens
MNC, and there are flexible ways to earn these governance tokens. MNC can be used not
only for governance, but also for profit. The decentralized model coupled with community
governance allows users to manage the platform's development and decisions, allowing
the most active players to vote for and participate in the management and approval of any
platform upgrade, and tokens can be acquired through transaction NFT (liquidity mining),
which in turn can drive liquidity in the NFT market.

5.7

NFT project airdrop marketing services

In the blockchain world, it is almost standard for new projects to issue tokens and airdrop
to users. The objects of airdrop are often screened according to the historical behavior of
users. Only through the largest analysis and screening of user behaviors can we find the
seed users that most meet our own needs more accurately. The Metaminers metaMetaverse will be desensitized and recorded, which will provide more analysis for finding
seed users for the new NFT program. This data analysis and achievement system is an
important component of Metaminers' meta-Metaverse, which can map out an address's
identity, user profiles and behavior patterns.
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6.MNC and its economic model
6.1 What is MNC
MNC is a governance and incentive Token issued by Metaminers Network, which is a
universal fuel for the entire Metaminers meta-Metaverse. MNC can be used for:
1. Rewards for behavior mining;
2. Community autonomy and ecological construction;
3. On-chain mobility rewards.

6.2 How to get MNC initially
Getting MNC is easy, download the official wallet and start digging for free. In the official
wallet, a variety of mining mechanisms have been set up, such as basic computing power
mining, social network mining and bounty mining.

6.3 MNC economic model
Name

METAMINERS NETWORK (MNC)

Total

1,288 Billion

The first issue of public chain

HECO

Initial circulation

238 Billion

The second issue of public chain

ETH

Secondary circulation

300Billion

Third issue platform

OK Chain/BSC etc.

Circulation of three issues

75 Billion
Behavior mining: 50%
Liquidity Provider Mining: 13%

MNC Allocation rules

Private: 12%
Team reserve: 8%
Community building: 7%
MNC Foundation: 10%
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MNC Allocation rules
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7.Decentralized community governance
Metaminers launched a decentralized self-governing organization, Metadao, and used
MNC to motivate community members to actively participate in Metaminers community
governance. Metadao will conduct NFT ecosystem innovation, NFT offering planning, etc.,
by establishing a NFT creation and trading platform centered on artists, investors, and
players. The token MNC will be used to vote on Metadao proposals and fund management.
Metadao has the most important smart contracts and assets that make up Metaminers -NFT contracts, wearables, content servers and the marketplace. It also owns a large
number of MNC wallets, which allows it to be truly autonomous and subsidize the various
operations and programs of Metaminers throughout.
By buying, holding and trading NFT, Metaminers enables users to build new digital
identities and connect with others and DAO organizations. Community members can
explore, interact and communicate in this way, which will bring users a different sense of
value.
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8.Strategic Development Roadmap


Phase I (2021)
Staking - Mining Tools and NFT Lucky Draw-Mining Tools Accessory, open the world of
Metaminers Crypto Game, Encourage more players to earn income through behavioral
mining and liquidity mining by operating the game, mortgaging tokens, etc. Encourage
more developers to bring their crypto games into the Metaminers meta-Metaverse and get
even bigger.
Metaminers White Paper and MNC's public offering. MNC official wallet development was
launched and completed online.
Expand global communication, open Facebook, Twitter and other global social media,
maintain timely communication with the market, participate in industry conferences, hold
project roadshows, etc., and encourage global developers and NFT community to
participate in Metaminers' NFT meta-Metaverse construction.


Phase 2 (2022)
Users will enjoy higher tiered interest rates by storing MNC or other cryptocurrencies in
official wallets for long periods of time.
Metaminers has completed the development of a website and mobile app that allows
users to store and withdraw cryptocurrency more securely through the website or mobile
app.
supports the sale of NFT between different chains.


Phase 3 (2024)
Establish a decentralized NFT trading platform to provide NFT financial services such
as trading, leasing and mortgage lending for creators and investors.
fiat currency service, support global users can directly use fiat currency to buy and trade
NFT. Develop online and offline virtual debit cards, support the latest digital wallet, Apple
Pay, Google Pay, and Samsung Pay.
Develop an unmanaged wallet, which allows users to hold the key to their own
cryptocurrency or stablecoin, and integrate NFT into the Defi financial platform.


Phase 4 (2025)
Establish and operate decentralized autonomous organizations to form an autonomous
ecosystem governed by the community, providing services and benefits, and strengthen
the voice of the community.
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realizes NFT asset cross-chain and general remote chain calls between heterogeneous
chains such as Ethereum, Pokar and Binance smart chains, breaking the island effect in
the NFT world and forming a complementary virtuous cycle in the NFT world.


Phase 5(2027)
Metaminers ecosystem has been initially completed, becoming a full NFT application
ecosystem covering crypto games, digital art works, collectibles, virtual worlds, sports,
fashion and entertainment, digital physical assets, electronic tickets, coupons and other
NFT scenarios.
realizes the large-scale application of NFT, and Metaminers Network grows into a super
ecosystem covering public chain, DAPP, assets and other multi-direction parallel
development, forming a NFT meta-Metaverse.
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9.Risk warning
1. Systemic risk: refers to the possible risk arising from a global common factor that
affects all blockchain projects and their associated digital assets in the same way. For
example, policy risks -- currently, the country's regulatory policies on blockchain
projects and token sales financing are not clear, and there is a certain possibility of
loss of participants due to policy reasons. Among the market risks, if the overall value
of the digital asset market is overestimated, then investment risks will increase.
Participants may expect the growth of token sales projects to be too high, but these
high expectations may not be realized. At the same time, systemic risk also includes a
series of force majeure factors, including but not limited to natural disasters, largescale failures of computer networks on a global scale, political turbulence and so on.
2. Risk of lack of supervision: Digital asset trading, including Metaminers Network,
MNC and NFT, is highly uncertain. Due to the lack of strong supervision in the field of
digital asset trading at present, digital currency may be subject to the risks of soaring
and plunging, manipulation by dealers, etc. If individual participants are inexperienced
after entering the market, It may be difficult to resist the asset shock and psychological
stress caused by market instability. Although academic experts and official media have
suggested prudent participation from time to time, no written supervision methods and
provisions have been issued, so it is difficult to effectively avoid such risks at present.
3. Risk of regulation: There is no denying that in the foreseeable future, there will be
regulations to regulate the blockchain and digital currency field. If the regulatory body
regulates this area, tokens purchased during the sale period may be affected, including,
but not limited to, price and marketability fluctuations or limitations.
4. Inter-team risks: Currently, there are many teams and projects in the field of
blockchain technology, and the competition is very fierce. There are strong market
competition and project operation pressure. Whether the Metaminers Network project
can break through among many excellent projects is widely recognized, which is not
only related to its own team ability and vision planning, but also influenced by many
competitors and even oligarchs in the market, which may lead to vicious competition.
5. Risk within the team: Metaminers Network has gathered a talented team with both
vigor and strength, attracting senior practitioners in the field of blockchain, experts in
the field of artificial intelligence, and experienced technology developers. As the
pioneer of blockchain in the field of artificial intelligence token sales in China, stability
and cohesion within the team are crucial to the overall development of Metaminers
Network. In the future development, it is impossible to rule out the possibility that the
whole Metaminers Network will be negatively affected due to the departure of key
personnel and conflicts within the team.
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6. Project planning and marketing risk: the founding team of Metaminers Network will
spare no effort to achieve the development goals proposed in the White Paper and
extend the growth space of the project. Since this white paper may be adjusted with
the update of project details, if the updated details of the project are not timely obtained
by the participants of token sales, or the public is not aware of the latest progress of
the project, the participants or the public will have insufficient cognition of the project
due to information asymmetry, which will affect the follow-up development of the
project.
7. Technical risks of the project: firstly, the project is built based on cryptography
algorithm, and the rapid development of cryptography will inevitably bring the potential
risk of being cracked; Secondly, blockchain, distributed ledger, decentralization, do not
agree to tamper and other technologies support the development of the core business,
Metaminers Network team can not fully guarantee the implementation of technology;
Thirdly, in the process of project update and adjustment, loopholes may be found,
which can be made up by releasing patches, but the degree of influence caused by
loopholes cannot be guaranteed.
8. Hacking attacks and criminal risks: in terms of security, the amount of a single
supporter is small, but the total number of supporters is large, which also puts forward
high requirements for the security of the project. Digital currency is anonymous, difficult
to trace and other characteristics, easy to be used by criminals, or hacker attacks, or
may be involved in illegal asset transfer and other criminal activities.
9. Other Unknown Risks: As blockchain technology and the industry as a whole evolve,
Metaminers Network may be exposed to some unanticipated risks. Participants are
requested to fully understand the team background, the overall framework and thinking
of the project, reasonably adjust their vision and rationally participate in the token
crowdfunding before making the participation decision.
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10.Disclaimer
1. This document is for information transmission only and is for reference only. It does
not constitute any investment suggestion, solicitation or solicitation to sell stocks or
securities in Metaminers Network and its related companies. Such solicitation must be
made in the form of a confidential memorandum and must comply with applicable
securities and other laws.
2. The contents of this document shall not be construed to compel participation in token
sales. Any action in connection with this whitepaper shall not be deemed to be
participation in the sale of tokens, including requesting a copy of this whitepaper or
sharing this whitepaper with others.
3. Participation in token sales means that participants have reached the age standard,
have complete civil capacity, and the contract signed with Metaminers Network is true
and valid. All participants signed the contract voluntarily and had a clear and necessary
understanding of Metaminers Network before signing the contract.
4. The Metaminers Network team will continue to make reasonable attempts to ensure
that the information in this white paper is true and accurate. During development, the
platform may be updated, including but not limited to the platform mechanism, tokens
and their mechanisms, and token allocation. Parts of the document may change in the
new white paper as the project progresses, and the team will make updates available
to the public through announcements on the website or a new white paper. Participants
are requested to obtain the latest white paper in time and adjust their decisions
according to the updated content. Metaminers Network expressly disclaims any liability
to participants for (I) reliance on the contents of this document, (ii) inaccuracies in
information contained in this document, and (iii) any actions arising out of this
document.
5. The team will spare no effort to achieve the goals mentioned in the document.
However, due to the existence of force majeure, the team cannot fully commit to the
completion.
6. As the official token of Metaminers Network for the time being, MNC is an important
tool for the platform's generation efficiency, rather than an investment product.
Ownership of MNC does not grant its owner ownership, control or decision-making
rights over the Metaminers Network platform. The MNC tokens temporarily used in the
Metaminers Network do not fall into any of the following categories :(a) currency of any
kind; (b) securities; (c) Equity in the legal entity; (d) Shares, bonds, warrants,
certificates or other instruments conferring any right.
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7. The value added of MNC depends on the market law and the demand after the
application is implemented. It may not have any value, and the team will not make a
commitment to the value added, and will not be responsible for the consequences
caused by the increase or decrease of value.
8. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, the team shall not be liable for
any damages and risks arising from participation in crowdfunding, including but not
limited to direct or indirect personal damages, loss of business profits, loss of business
information or any other economic losses.
9. Metaminers Network complies with any regulatory regulations and industry selfregulatory statements that are conducive to the healthy development of the token sales
industry. Participation by a participant represents full acceptance and compliance with
such inspections. At the same time, all information disclosed by participants to
complete such inspections must be complete and accurate.
10. The Metaminers Network platform has clearly conveyed the possible risks to
participants. Once participants participate in the crowdfunding for token sales, they
have confirmed that they understand and recognize the terms and conditions in the
detailed rules, and accept the potential risks of the platform at their own risk.
11. Citizens of countries that ban token sales are not allowed to participate.
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